Understanding effect of interaction of nanoparticles and antibiotics on bacteria survival under aquatic conditions: Knowns and unknowns.
The review provides a comprehensive overview of the available state-of-the-art of nanoparticles (NPs) and antibiotics (ABs) occurrence and their fate in the natural aquatic settings by addressing different research questions and the challenges faced while addressing those questions. Firstly, understand the interaction of NPs and ABs with themselves in addition to other matrix components (presence of natural organic matter, bacteria, biofilms, other anthropogenic pollutants and metals from natural sources). Secondly, summarize the bactericidal activity of NP and AB due to reactive oxygen species (ROS) production. The complete information was gathered from database and analysed as per the conjectured questions under laboratory versus environmental-relevant conditions (1. Fate of NPs and ABs, and 2. Will the presence of NPs and ABs alone and their mixtures influence the ROS concentration and antibacterial activity), and proposed six reactions to describe the fate of NP and AB in natural aquatic settings. However, laboratory-based studies revealed that NP and AB fate largely depend on the ionic strength, organic matter content and pH of the matrix whereas field based information is missing about this. The former was performed at sterile conditions using sophisticated instruments and standard protocol as compared to latter and can't be replicated under natural aquatic settings due to lack of: (i) accurate environmental concentration of NPs and ABs, (ii) knowledge of bacterial type and their concentration, (iii) optimized protocol and tracking systems. The author's recommendation is to verify the proposed reactions experimentally by using the frequently found pairs of NPs and ABs in the natural aquatic settings. Further, ranked them on their decreasing order of toxicity and informed regulatory bodies for further action. Overall research is needed in the suggested directions to reduce uncertainty behind the impacts of NPs and ABs on the aquatic settings and their role in bactericidal activity.